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1. Scope and Purpose of the Paper. It is the univers&l practice in
physics, when describing the motion of a body, to choose a reference
frame, i.e. som.e real or imaginary physical structure which is said
to be cc at rest," and then the motion of any other body is defined &s
its m.otion relatively to that. Of the various possible fram.es of
reference, that known as an inertial syBtem-form.erly, and still
som.etim.es, called a Galilean or Newtonian system. or fram.e of
reference--appears in the literature of relativity with 8. frequency
unapproached by any other, and motion with respect to it is gener
ally regarded as having a special significance. It is therefore of the
first importance, both for theoreticaJ reasons and on account of the
possible effects in circumstances in which miscalculations may have
dire results, that the m.eaning of the term, inertial system, shall be
clearly understood, and that the t-erm. shall be \lSed always in the
same sense.

Unfortunately, these conditions are far from. being fulfilled. It
is the purpose of this paper, first, t-o bring to light the widespread
confusion that exists on this point; secondly, to show that existing
ideas, notwithstanding their variety, are alm.ost unanim.ously in
compatible with the conception of inertial systems held by Einstein
and regarded by hiIn &s indispensable for t.he proper Ullderstanding
of his t.heories; and :fhlally, to correct an outstanding exam.ple of
this misunderstanding which might otherwise have unfortunate
effects.

2. The Present 8ituaiion. Out of & wealth of IIlaterial I give
below fifteen exam.ples of explicit or im.plied definitions of inertial
systems which have appeared in recent papers. Many m.ore could
have been chosen, but these, from. m.athematicians and physicists
of a considerable range of type in various parts of the world, will,
I hope, be sufficient to show that the confusion is neither superficial
nor restricted in scope :
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(1) U R remains at rest in an inertial frame, that is, he remains
in a free path" (Nature, 177, 784 (1956».

(2) cc Whether or not a particular frame is inertial is deter
mined by its relationship to the universe in the large" CNature,
178, 681 (1956» •

(3) cc Throughout all but the negligible portion of this tim.e,
M is in one or other of two inertial frames " (Nature, 178, 682
(1956».

(4) cc In the usual language of physics, 8. freely IIlOVing

laboratory m.eans one that remains in (or simply constitutes)
an inertial fram.e " (Nature, 179, 909 (1957» •

(5) cc The crucial . . . role of the inertial fra.:me as c a frame
in which special relativity holds' " (Nature, 179, 1072 (1957».

(6) cc Both goal and origin are in 8's inertial fram.e " (Nature,
180, 499 (1957».

(7) C( B is at rest at the Oligin of an inertioJ coordinat-e
systemS, while B' has the saDle relation to an inertial coordinate
system 8' ... he has dissociated bimself from. S' and attached
hi:mself to S " (8cience, 126, 381 (1957».

(8) cc In special relativity, as in classical mechanics, reference
to the rest of the universe is m.ade by using the concept of
inertial frames of reference. Neither theory can say anything
about the behaviour of a physical syste:m unless the relation to
an inertiaJ fram.e is specified" (DuCOtJery, April 1957, p. 175).

(9) cc The inertiaZ systems of reference Dlentioned in this
statement are those which are unaccelerated and are free of
gravitational fields" (BuZZ. Inst. Pk'l/8., 8, 211 (1957».

(10) (C We have been treating the earth as a realization of
what the [special relativity] theory calls all C inertial fralne of
reference' " (World Science Review, April 1957, p. 7).

(11) cc It is necessary to specify a procedure for setting up
an inertial frame of reference. To do this we start with an
observer who is not subject to a gravitatiollal field ... if the
equations of special relativity are to be applicable, it is necessary
to check the limits of the region within which the reference
fram.e has an inertial charact.er . . . it is necessary to repeat the
tests at frequent intervals" (Jour. Brit. I 'IIlerplantJary 8oc.,
16, 569 (1958».

(12) (C Suppose two fram.es of reference 8 and 8' are such that
(i) they move with constant velocity relative to each other, (ii)
the ratio of lengths Ine&sured in theIIl in the direction of IIlotion
is constant, and also the ratio of lengths perpendicular to the
direction of m.otion is constant. We defule 8 and 8' as inertial
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fra:mes with respect to each other" (Proc. Oamb. Phil. 80c.,
57, 322 (1961».

(13) c, Even frODl the viewpoint of general relativity, inertial
systems remain in 8. special position, constituting a set of co
ordinate systems in which the description of Dlotion can be given
in a particularly siInple manner • • . it will be assUIIled that a
coordinate system. attached to the earth may be considered &8 a
good approxim.ation to an inertial system " (Amer. JO'IJ,r. Phys.,
27, 132-3 (1959».

(14) cc The only hypothesis that is tenable ••• is that there
exists a Ullique absolute inertial syste:m, such as the universe as a
whole " (AU8t. Jour. Phys., 11, 282 (1958».

(15) c, Relativity only postulates that observers moving in
inertial system.s cannot tell whicll of them is moving " (The N t,UJ

Scienti8t, August 31, 1961, p. 542).

It is evident enough that no definition of an illertial system is
possible tha.t conforms to all these statements. Nevertheless, a
few ideas may be discerned that seenl to be fairly widespread and
not :merely peculiar to illdividual writers: here are four:

(i) Inertial systems may be identified with particular objects
in nature (4, 10, 13, 14).

(ii) Inertial 81Jstem8 can ezi8t cmZy in certain circumstances,
i.e. iJ certain natural ccrrulitiOM are realised (2, 8, 9, 11, 12).

(iii) It is a fact 01 nature, and not a matter 01 choice, whether
a particular object is cc in " an inertial81JBtem or not (1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 16).

(iv) Inertial syste1fl,8 cannot be defined, iftdependently 01 80me
theoretical de8cription oJ fUlt'Ure (5, 13).

I will nOlV SllOW that tllese ideas are all directl)· at. va.riance with
the idea ofall inertial syste:m which Einsteill regal-ded as fUlldalllelltal
to his relativity theories.

3. Einstein's Definition 01 an Inertial 8yste'ln. Einsteill stated
,vhat he nleallt by an illert·ia.l system 011 11111.11)· occasions. I select
here a, passage fronl an earll~ l>aper [1] ,,·llich apIJears to be renlark
ably little known, yet which contaills tIle clearest possible statement
of his views on som.e recent controversies. It consists of a dialogue
between himself al1d an objector to the relath''ity postulate in which
the views he expresses are quite contrary to those of many who
today accept his conclusions without realising that he would have
rejected their reasons for doing so. In this paper he speaks of

ein gaJileisches Koordinatensyste:m im Sinne der speziellen
Relativititstheorie, d.ll. ein Bezllgskorper, relativ zu welchem
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isolierte, materielle Punkte sich geradIinig und gleichfOrmig
bewegen. (A Galfiean coordinate system in the sense of the
special relativity theory, '.e. a reference fram.e relatively to
which isolated mass-points Illove uniformly in straight lines.)

From this definition he never departed, and responsible writers,
in describing the relativity theory apart from particular applica,tions
of it, accept it as authentic. Thus Whittaker [2], writing in 1953,
defines cc an inertial system of reference" as one in which cc the
velocity of free particles along their rectilinear paths is uniform".
I shall accordingly take it that when Einstein speaks of an inertial
system, this is what he understands by the term.

4. Binstei",,'8 Vkw oJ Ooordinate 8,8t6ffl,8. In coJIlJD.enting on
this definition I must apologise for saying some eleInentary, and
indeed obvious., things; this is necessary l>ecause it is just those
things that have been overlooked. In the :first place, then, we
notice that, in Einstein's Illeaning of the term., an inertial system
is & coordinate system, and therefore everything that is true of
coordinate systelIlS in general is true of this particu1&r example.
Now a coordhlate systeDl m.eant for Einstein something purely
mental, quite independent ofnature or of our observations ofnature;
it was a voluntarily chosen framework into which we pl&ced those
observations in order clearly to exhibit their relations ,vith one
another. He continually em.phasised this; for reasons of space I
again restrict Dlyself to a single instance. In an article in The
Times, reprinted in & later volmne [3], he wrote:

In order to describe the m.ovem.ent of a body, a second body
is needed to which tIle 1ll0VeDlent of tile first is referrecl . . . In
pbysics the body to Wllicll events are spatially referrecl is called
the coordinate system. . .. Should the illdependelloo of phy
sical laws of the state of DlotioJl of the coordinate systenl be
restricted to tIle uniform trallslatory Dlotion of coordinate
8~7"st.ems in respect to eacll otIler? What has llature t-o do with
our coordinate syste:ms and their state of :motion? IT it is
necessary for the purpose of describing nature to Dlake use of
a coordinate system arbitrarily introduced by us, then the choice
of its stat-e of m.otion ought to be subject t.o no restriction; the
laws ought to be entirely independellt of this choice (general
principle of relativity).

The m.eaning is perfectly clear, and this view of coordinate
systems is a necessary consequence of the general postulate, or
principle, of relativity, which says that nature pro,ides no absolute
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standard to which the m.otion of 8, body can be referred. If we
have only one body, A, to consider, then we cannot speak definitely
of its Dlotion without inventing 8, second body, &Dd then the :motion
of A is its m.otion relatively to that. This second body is 8, co
ordi'l'lOk 81J8tem (it has usually other characteristics, to ena.ble us to
specify the position as well as the motion ofA, but these are irrelevant
here), and since the sta.te of m.Oti011 voluntarily ascribed to it is to be
entirely unrestricted-i.e. it can be regarded as moving in any
straight, curved, smooth, jerky or any other fantastic way we like
-the Dlotion of A with respect to it can have &11y of these char
acteristics. This has nothing whatever to do with the actual state
ofA. A beulg whatever it is, its Dlotion is, at one and the same time,
of any conceivable kind we like, because its motion is not a property
of A; it is a relation between A and & coordinate systeDl, and the
coordinate system. being entirely arbitrary, the relation &1so is
entirely &rbitrary.

Of course, if we are considering a problem. concerning Dlany
bodies, we IllUSt refer thelIl all to the same coordinate system, and
therefore the motion of one body reZatitJely to another is not arbi
trary. H, for example, A is at rest with respect to another body,
B, then the Dlotion of A with respect to our a.rbitrary coordinate
system will be the same as that of B, and therefore A and B will be
relatively at rest in a1J, coordinat-e systems. The Dlotion of A with
respect t-o B is an objective fact of nature, but the particular m.o
tion ascribed to each of them. is at our choice. The purely fic
titious cha.racter of coordlllate systems is an expression of the fact
that the Dlotion ascribed to a single body is a fiction, &lld to deny
that coordinate systems are fictitious is to deny tIle postulate
of relativity. This consideratioJl alone is sufficient to sho\v t,hat
idea (i) Dlentioned above is iIlconlpatible wit.ll EUlstein's view.

5. Phe Distinguishing Feature of Inertial Ooo,·cZinate SY8tem8. An
inertial system, then, being a, coordinate system, is a fiction. But
there are m.any kinds of fictioll; \vhat part.icular kiild is an inertiaZ
system.? According to Einstein it is a coordinate systelll with
respect to which an iBolierl (or free, to use \Vhittaker's translation)
body Uloves uniformly ill & straight line. Now superficially tIns
seem.s to violat-e the absolute separatioll, essential to relativity,
between the phenoIIlena of na,ture on the one hand, &lld t.Ile coordi
nate systems to which we arbitrarily refer them. on the other. A
free material body seems to be a part of nature, and if it is intro
duced into the very definition of an inertial sJ'''stem, tllen that
system., it would seem, Dlust necessarily to some extent depend
on l1ature for its properties. This would seem at least to give a
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possible justification for the ideas which I have described as con..
trary to those of Einstein.

I think it extreDlely likely that it is this thought that has given
rise to those ideas; nevertheless, there can be no doubt whatever
that it is false, and it is im.possible to understand Einstein if its
falsity is not clearly realised. The crux of the matter lies in the
word cc free," for this itself is arbitrary. If there were some objeo
tive sign by which we could distinguish, irrespective of all arbitrary
choice, a free body frOIll a body which is not free, then an inertial
system., as defined by Einstein, would be objectively identifiable
if it existed, but in fact there is none. An inertial system. therefore
rem&ins as fictitious as any other ooordinate system.

To see this we have only to look at Newton's mechanics, and it
at once stares us in the face. Newton's first law of Inotion is a
statement that he is going to use only inertial systems. Let us
follow hUn, and then examine nature to see how a body JIloves when
we release it frODl all obvious COl1straint. Suppose, for inst&l1ce, we
consider an apple which has just broken awa,y from a tree on the
Earth. Here we have two bodies-the apple and the Earth
neither ofwhich is subject to any observable force, yet one of them. at
least is not Dloving uniformly in a straight line. 1\lust we, then,
say that we cannot use inertial systems? Nat at all; we simply say
that the bodies are 110t cc free "-there is cc 8, gravitationaJ force "
acting on them.

This is 110 sophistry. For Dlore tl1an 250 years it has been
taken as, and it is, an entirely legitimate procedure. Since co..
ordinate system.s are fictitious we can altb~Y8ohoose any we like. Ifwe
choose an inertial system, thel1 the facts of nature oom.pel us to
say that· Ulldistul-bed bodies are 110t cc fi-eo ", i.e. we :must admit
gra,itatiollal force as a/act 0/ nature. No subsequent discovery can
invalid&t-e this procedure. If, as is now generally believed, Ne,v
ton's law of gravitation has failed, tl1at simply meaDS that his
formula for calculating gravitatioJlal force is ill&CCnrate; it C&lUlOt

prosoribe t)le searcl1 fOl" an exaot fonnula b~" anyone who thinks it
worth while.

6. ATe'lotonia·fI, aM Ein8teinw,n MeckanicB. Einstein, as he often
said, follo,ved the sam.e procedure &S Newt011. \Vhere he differs
from Newton is simply and solely in the fact that Newton held th&t
we m'UBt use an inertial system, whereas Einst.ein holds hiInself free
to use any coordinate system at all. N"em-on:s first law of IIlotion
says that if you have a single body alone in space, the only :motions
you may allow it are uniforDl rectilinear ones; i.e. the only coordi
nate systenls you may '(Ise are inertial ones. Of course, such a
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restriction, im.posed without adequate reason, would be entirely
arbitrary: what is necessary to justify it is a dem.onstration of some
actual phenom.enon which it is hnpossible to ascribe to anything
other than the acceleration of a body with respect to an inertial
&ysteIn. Newton believed he had found this in his fam.ous bucket
experim.ent.* Its essenti&l chara.cteristic, which it shares with later
observations such as that of Foucault's pendulum. and other
cc accelerometers " as such devices &re called, is that when a body,
D, is accelerated re1&tively to a system of coordinates in which it was
previously at rest or moving unifonnly, certain physical phenomena
become observable which &ffect B but not other bodies whose motion
relatively to that system. is not changed. If those effects arose
only from. the acceleration of B relatively to the other bodies,
they should appear in those bodies also, for they are accelerated
relatively to B just as B is accelerated. relatively to them.. Since
they do not, B must experience an ab80Zute acceleration, not shared
by them. Hence the coordinate system. in which they remain at rest
or in unifOrDl motion has an absolute cllaracterJ accelera.tion with
respect to which is an objective fact of nature, attended by pheno~

mena. which enable us to discover it.
If this conclusion were valid, then the existence of gravita..

tional force as an objective part of nature would be inescapable.
But, in the too little known NaturtDiB8e'Mckafte'fl, paper already
referred to, Einstein points out that a cc gravitational field," like
the cc freedom " of &Il undisturbed body, is not an objective thing
whose existence one can test by observation, but something which,
according to Newton's own procedure, we dismiss or call into being
whenever it is necessary to do so in order to acCOWlt for observ&
tions. He takes an extreme eX&Ulple of an cc accelerometel-," in
whiell a rapidly movillg traill is suddenly brought to rest by col
lision and is smashed to pieces, ,"~llile a lleighbouring church steeple
is unharmed. The cause of the damage is not the acceZeration
suffered by the train, but the impact fLit'" arwtker body, ,vhich the
st-eeple does not undergo. TIle acceleration of the train relatively
to the steeple can witll equal right be ascribed to tIle steeple, rela-

* Newton rotated a cylindrical bucket, containing lnLter, around its axis.
At :first, before the motion of the bucket was communicated to the water,
the surface of the water remained plane. Later, when the water and the
bucket were rotating with the same angular velocity, the surface of the
water was concs,,'e. He concluded that, since a visible effect (the concavity
of the water surface) appeared when there was no relati~"6 rotational motion
between the water and the bucket, but did not appear when the relative
motion was greatest, it could not be an effect of relative motion, but must
indicate an absoZute rotation.
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tively to the train which rem.ains at rest all the tim.e; and in that
case the steeple, together with all the rest of the universe except the
train, suddenly m.oves under the influence of a cc gravitational
field," which does it no more harm. that the Earth's gravitational
field does to a falling apple; only when the apple hits the ground
is it bruised.· The cc acceleromet-er " thus detects an acceleration of
one body relatively to another, but does nothing at all to compel
the ascription of the accelera.tion to one body rather than the other.
The accoum of the phenomena changes with change of coordinate
system, but the phenom.ena them.selves remain the sam.e. Hence,
acceleroDlfYters notwithstanding, you are free to choose any co
ordinate systeDl you plea.se, and (apart froDl conveluellce in certain
problems) inertial systems have not the slightest claim. to special
consideration.

As everyone knows, Einstein solved magnificently the problem
thus posed of describing the motions of bodies, in what was pre
viously regarded as an objective gravitational field, in a fonn
applicable to all coordinate systems, but it is no disparagem.ent of
that achievement to say that it was of secondary significance. He
was convinced before he had reached this cl11mination of his thought
process that the fundamental thing was to release the a.pproach to
the problem from the quite unnecessary slavery to inertial systems
in other words, to admit the general, postulate of relativity, that
aZl coordinate systems are on the same footing as fictions between
which our liberty to choose m.ust be absolutely unrestricted. The
opening ofhis great paper on the general theory [4] :makes it perfectly
clear that he was convinced of this principle on grounds quite inde
pendent of its success in leading to a better law of gravitatioll
than Ne,vt.oll'S, and, on the other hand, his later adducing of the
success of that law as evidence for the legitimacy of the general
postulate of relativity shows what he considered to be its prilIl&ry
claim. to respect.

7. Ei?Ultei,n,'8 Struggle against M iButuIeT8ta.ndi1l{/. It follows,
thell, that none of the ideas (iHiv) set out in paragraph 2 is com
patible with Einstein's view of inertial systeDlS or of the relation
of coordinate systems to nature in general. .~ survey of his writings
from. 1916 onwards shows that he himself had frequently to contend
with those who, because of the success of his special theory in
which only inertial system.s were appealed to, thought that such

* '''nether it is proper to call this fictitious force by the same name
gravitational field-as that used for the naturally occurring and not mentally
avoidable fields surrounding massive bodies, is another story: I am here
describing, not criticising, Einstein's argument.

pp
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&ysteDl8 m.ust have objective existence. His m.ost deta.iled protest
against this illusion is probably that contained in the book which
he wrote with L. Infeld [5], in which the authors take great pains
to discover ,~hether inertial systems can in f&et, by any possible
observation, be distinguished. They reach the conclusion that
this is possible only if absolute motion exists. cc The difficulties
mentioned, that of an inertial system and that of absolute motion,"
they say (p. 223), cc &re strictly connected with each other. Absolute
m.otion is made possible only by the idea of an inertial system."
They then devote a dozen pages to an examination of the necessity
or otherwise of recognising inertial SysteDlS and absolute !notion,
and ultimately decide (p. 235): 'c The ghosts of absolute lIlotion
and inertial coordinate systems can be expelled frODl pllysics and
a new relativistic physics built."

The cc Autobiographic&l Notes " \vhich Einstein contributed to
the volum.e, Alben Ei'Mtein, Philosopher-Scientist [6], again show his
insistence on the deniaJ of all special significance to inertial systems.
cc So," he wrote (p. 67), cc if one regards as possible, gravitationaJ
fields of arbitrary extension which are not initially restricted by
spatial limitations, the concept of the 'inertial system' becom.es
com.pletelyempty." And a footnote on p. 77 shows clearly enough
how he had to struggle, as those who understand him today have
to struggle, with the impercipience of those who think they can
accept his generaJ theory of relativity and at the same time grant
significance to inertial systell1s in other connections:

To remain with the narrower group [i.e. the Lorentz-Group of
transformations between inertial systems] and at the same time
to base the relativity theory of gravitation UpOll the more compli
cated (tensor-) structure implies a llaive inconsequence. Sin
reDlains sin, evell if it is com.nlitted by otherwise ever so respect
able men.

The situation whicll called forth that conunent speaks eloquently to
us in tile quotations (1)-(15) in paragraph 2 and Ul the investigatioll
now to be discussed.

11
8. Recent Ezperimental E'Cid.e,nce. The foregoing considerations

have recently &cquired. & special importance by reason of a paper
by c. "9". Sherwin [7], in which observational evidence is claimed for
the objective existence of privileged inertial frames in nature. One
of the experiments referred to has been repeated at Harwell &Dd
shown on the television screen ill this country, in a programme en-
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titled cr Insight," and described by Dr. J. Bronowski &s, at the same
tiJne, establishhlg the objectivity of inertial systems and yet con
firming Einstein's theories. This would be at least paradoxical,
and since, by a process which I have not succeeded in following, this
experixnent is held also to have established the reality of the so..
called cc asymmetrical ageing" (the retardation of ageing by fast
travel), it is necessary to examine the a.rgum.ent somewhat closely.

Two experiments are described by Sherwin-those recently per
formed by Pound and Rebka [8], and by &y, Schiffer, Cranshaw
and EgelstafF [9], respectively. Since, for our present purpose, they
are precisely equivalent, and the latter was the one repeated by
Bronowski in his " Insight " prograDlme, I will consider that alone:
I describe it in Bronowski's words [10]:

The experilnent has been Dla.de possible in the la.st years by the
discovery of the Mossbauer effect, in which gamma ray photons
are eurltted and absorbed in a very sharp frequency interval.
The experimental apparatus consists of an aluminium disc of six
inches di&m.eter, on the spindle of which is mounted a radio
active isotope of iron. Round the circumference of the disc is
:mounted a resonant absorber of iron, and beyond the circum
ference is a stationary counter which records those photons
which pass through the absorber. Because the l\{ossbauer effect
is so sharp, this &rr&DgelIlent :makes it possible to cODlpare the
rate of physical processes (used as clocks) to an accuracy of one
part in 1011. In the :fihn that I showed, the num.ber of photons
counted was significantly different when the disc was rota.ted
at fifty and five hundred revolutions a second, each tUne for
t.hirty minutes.

011 tlus experiment, in its original form, Sherwin CODllIlents:

In his original paper on special relativityJ Einstein pre
clicted that a. clock which departed frOIn a given point in an inert
ial fralIle S . . . and returned to the starting point, WOltld there
be found . . . retarded com.pared to an identica.l clock . . .
which remained at the st&rting point . • . this is associated with
the fact that the rest clock reDl&ins in the inertial frame S, but the
frame in which the tra,\reling clock is at rest is not inertial, since
it experiences accelerations. The purpose of this paper is
to point out that recent experiments have provided. the first
direct experimental verification of [this] predictioll.

Sherwin c1&ims qua,ntitative as well as qualitative verification,
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and Bronowski echoes this claiIn. The radioactive speciInens are
regarded by both writers as equivalent to clocks.

9. EiRBteifl,'8 cc Predicticm." It is unfortunate that Sherwin and
Bronowski were not better acquainted with the history of the
subject, or they would have known that Einstein very soon realised
that this prediction was invaJid-and indeed, had it been verified
it would have disproved his theories. The prediction, as Sherwin
says, appears in his original paper on the special theory [11], in
which, by applying the Lorentz transformation which he had in
dependently derived, he deduced that cc a balance-clock at the
equator must go :more slowly, by a very SIDall alDount, than a
precisely siInilar clock situated at one of the poles under otherwise
identical conditions." His later paper on the general theory
(loo. cit.), however, opens with a Dlodification of some of the assump
tions of the earlier one, and among theIn is the assumption that the
Lorentz transfonnation is applicable to a cc rotating " body such as
the Earth. He points out that no observation confined to a single
such body is evidence of its rotation, and any phenomenon observed
on such a body which it has been oustomary to regard as arising
from its rotation might equally well be ascribed to the influence of
ezIern,a,l forces a-eting on a non-rotating body. The exam.ple of such
phenomena which he gives is the equatorial bulge which the Earth
is known to display, but the effect on an equatorial clock is clearly
of precisely the same character, except that it is hypothetical while
the bulge is an observed fact. The apparent relative motion of a
polar and an equatorial olock is therefore something that can be
transformed away by a change of coordinate systeJIl. But to obtain
a physical effect frOID an application of the Lorentz transformation
you m.ust have a relative Inotion that cannot be so transformed away_
Hence, whether or not &11 equatorial clock goes m.ore or less slowly
than a polar one, and if so by 110W much-which are questions to be
settled by observation or by a Inore com.prehensive theory than that
of the 1905 pape-r-it is quite iDlpossible to deduce that fact froIn
the Lorentz transfornlation.

But, indeed, this had already long been realised, quite apart
frODl consideratiolls arising frOID the general postulate of relativity,
on aocount of an objection first raised by Ehrenfest [12] which
becam.e fam.ous a.s the cc problem. of the rotating disc." Ehrenfest
pointed out that the application of the Lorentz transformation to
such & disc led to an absurdity, for every element of the CircUID

fcrence would be Dloving along its length, and therefore would be
contracted, while every element of a radius would be IDOving at
right angles to its length and would not be contraoted. As the
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speed. of rotation increased, therefore, the circumference would
continually shrink while the radius remained unchanged, which is
clearly im.possible.

This made it necessary to abandon all such cc predictions" as
that concerning polar and equatorial clocks, but at that tim.e no
grounds existed for any expectation at all concerning their relative
behaviour. Later, however, after the general relativity theory had
become established, a solution of the rotating disc problem was
given by Lorentz [13], and an independent one, leading to the same
result, by Eddington [14l. These required an effect different in
character, and IDuch smaller in am.ount, from that wrongly deduced
from the Lorentz transformation, and this is now generally re
garded as the solution of a troublesome probleDl.

If, then, Sherwin and Bronowski are correct in holding that
the effect originally predicted has been quantitatively verified,
the consequences-not to exaggerate-are disconcerting. Ein
stein's theories lie in ruins, and tIle unresolved dilemma of the
rotating disc rises again, phoenix-like, frOID the ashes. However,
experiment is unanswerable, and if in fact it has 80 decided the
consequences must be faced. Nevertheless, we are justified
indeed, ooIDpelled-to look very carefully at the experiments in
question to see if in fact they have the implications asserted.

10. Phe ObjectitJity 01 lnerUal 8ystef1t8. Sherwin bases his
interpretation of the experim.ents on the assertion that they estab..
lish the objective existence of privileged inertial system.s. This,
he says, cc raises from a new standpoint, the fundaIDentaJ question:
Why are inertial frames privileged above all other reference frames!
For, the two clocks are calculated to behave differently for pre
cisely the reason that illertial fraDles OIre unique. Put another way,
nOlIinertial fram.es may be identified experimentally."

Now if this were so, then inevitably, &s the passages quoted in
the first part of this paper show, Einstein's general theory must
be abandoned, and he himself would have been the first to admit
this. In his view, as we have seen, inertial hIDes and absolute
motion were inseparable, and if inertial systems are objectively
identified, then so is absolute motion. 'Ve must therefore consider
carefully the reasons which Sherwin gives for holding that the
experiIDent.s deIDonstrate the objective existence of inertial frames.

Unfortunately, however, such reasons are not discoverable; we
cannot even tell what he understands by an inertial fraIDe. In the
Abstract of the paper the two specim.ens are said to cc pursue inde
pendent pa.ths (at least one of which involves accelerations) in a
common inertial frame." In the paper we read: cc Given that the
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rest clock is in an inertial frame (as indicated by the null reading of
attached accelerometers, for example) . . ." And later: cc one is
com.paring a proper tim.e interval in one inertial fram.e to what might
be described as the sum of proper time intervals which were collected
by the travelling clock in several different inertial fram.ea." Bronow
ski makes confusion worse confounded by asserting that the travel
ling clock is fWt in an inertial frame.

What are we to Dlake of all this! Certainly Sherwin and
Bronowski accept implicitly the idea (iii)-th&t it is a matter of
objective fact, and not of choice, whether or not a clock is cc in " an
inertial frame or not-but it is difficult to reach any more precise
understanding of what they consider such & frame to be. Whether
the travelling clock (Bronowski's cc absorber " is Sherwin's c, tr8tvel
ling clock ") is in the same inertial fram.e as the rest clock, as we
gather from one passage, or in a succession of different Olles, as
we gather from another, or in none at all, as Bronowski has it,
rexnains obscure. Furthermore, accelerometers are held to be able to
show objectively that a body is cc in " or not "Cc in " an inertial frame,
though in fact the experintenters do not appear to have used them.
Whatever all this may mean, it is obvious to anyone who reads the
passages cited in Part I of this paper that it is entirely foreign
to Einstein's ideas. We are bound to conclude, therefore, that
Sherwin is spe&king a different language from. Einstein. Whatever
he means by an inertial frame, it is patently not a frame in which
a, free body rests or Dloves uniformly in a straight line-eertainly
the frame in which his cc resting " specimen is in fact resting is not
such a frame unless the objective existence of Newtonian gravita
tional force is aJIowed, for we may take it for granted that the
specimen did not rest in mid-air-but som.e physical object SUCll as
the laboratory in which the experilnent "ras performed. He is, of
course, at liberty to introduce conceptions of his own, which need
not be those of Einstein, though it is unfortunate that he does not
choose fresh names for them, and still m.ore unfortuna.te that he
should say that the experim.ental results 118 describes are cc ill full
agreement witll the conventiollal theory which assigns a, unique
status to inertia.l fram.es." lIost readers wOlud aSSUDle "the con..
ventionaJ theory " to be that of Einstein, but to Einstein, inertial
fram.es were 'c ghost-s " which should be cc expelled from physics,"
and the concept of an inertiaJ. frame had become cc completely
em.pty." Sherwin and Einstein are thus in com.plete contradiction
with one another.

11. Phe Prue Meaning 0/ tk.e Experiments. Let us, however,
try togetbeneath language difficulties, &nd eliminate the unfortllnate
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term, cc inertiaJ. system," a,ltogether. Then the difference between
Einstein and Sherwin is that, according to Einstein, there are no
privileged coordinate systems in na.ture, and therefore no possible
experim.ent or observation C&n indicate that any frame at aJ.l is more
legitimate (it may, of course, be Dlore convenient) than any other;
whereas, according to Sherwin, the experim.ents he cites indicate
that there are privileged frames. This is a clea,r issue; let us see
what the experim.ents in question have to say about it.

Reduced to their bare essence, they present us with two bodies,
A and B, in re1&tive motion, as a result of which certain phenomena
are observed. Now concerning the relatitJe motion of two bodies,
no question arises; it is undoubtedly an objective physical pheno
menon, attended by observable phenomena. Equally undoubtedly,
there are objectively different Btate8 of relative motion, distinguish
able from one another by observation. In general there are five
such states:

(a) A state of relative rest.
(b) A state of uniform. relative motion at one velocity.
(c) A state of uniform. relative m.otion at another velocity.
(il) A state of relati,'"e motioll with a given acceleration.
(e) A state of relati,re motion with another acceleration.

It scarcely needs saying that if one draws up a table of the JD.easured
positions of A and B, in any coordinate system at all, at successive
times, then that table will give a clear a.nd unambiguous criterion
for determining which of these five states of relative motion
is the one &etually existing. There are, of course, other criteria
also for particular cases, such as the Doppler effect, accelerometers,
etc. We need 110t enUDlerate them, for the point is clear enough
that 110 new experim.ent is needed to establish the objective dis
tlllguisha,bility of tllese five st.a,tes.

The difference between Einstein and Sherwin is this-that,
according to Einstein, in nOlle of these states is it possible, by my
observation, to say that t·he relative m.otion, if any, m.ust be shared
between A and B in som.e partiClllar way. In case (a), for in
stance, A In&y be given any m.otion at all, regular or irregularJ

so long as B is given the same m.otion; or, what is the same thing,
we may choose any coordina.te system at aJI, with respect to which
either body has any m.otion we like, so long as the other has the
same Inotion wit·h respect to that syst-em. Sherwin, however, holds
that there are particular coordinate system.s which are cc privileged,"
i.e. they are such that the motion of A. with respect to them (not
to B) is distinguishable by ob8eruatiO'fl, from its m.ot.ion with respect
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to other SystelDS; and he claims that the experiments now under dis
cussion provide that observation. Let us see if this is so or not.

In the experiment which I have described in Bronowski's words,
A is the iron isotope mounted on the spindle of the disc, which re
ID&ins stationary in the laboratory throughout the experim.ent, and
B is the absorber on the circumference, which is made to revolve
around A at various speeds. What is observed is that B absorbs the
radiations of A at different rates for different speeds of revolution
of the disc.

But wha.t does that dem.onstrate! Only that there is an observ
able criterion for distinguishing between states (cl) and (e), which
stood in no need of demonstration. It tells us precisely nothhlg
about the individual state of motion of either A or B. We are still
at liberty to choose a coordinate system in which A is at rest, or
travelling round the Sun at 18t miles a second, or round the Galaxy
at some hundreds of Dliles &. second, or doing the twist or moving in
any other way we like, and tIle experiment remains exactly tIle same.
There is nothing whatever in this experiment to indicate that any
one coordinate system. is privileged above any other. The other
experiment cited by Sherwin, which I have not described, is equally
ineffective in this respect. It gives &. new criterion for distinguishing
between states (b) and (c), but in neither of these states does it
enable an 0 bservable distinction to be made between the Dlotion of
A with respect to B and that of B with respect to A.*

12. Oonclw;'on. We m.ust conclude, therefore, that Sherwin has
not only misunderstood Einstein, but has misunderstood also the sig
nificance of the experim.ellts which, if his interpretation of theDl
had been correct, would have disproved Einstein's relativity postu
late. The m.oral of it all seems to be that one should always under
stand clearly the definitions of the tenns he uses, and use them only
in accordance with their definitions. When an inertial frame
is regarded indiscriminately &s a coordinate system., tIle Earth, the
universe, a freely moving body, and so OD, creditable results are
hardly to be expected, and when all these various conceptions
are &uto:maticaIly ascribed to Einstein and Ius clear statem.ents
are ignored, gross disrespect is shown to the memory of a great man.

It need scarcely be added that the COllclusions concerning the
clock paradox which Sherwin and Bronowski draw from. their
argmnents are witllout significance.

• I am, of course, making no general comment on these experiments,
which are of great interest and importance in relation to nuclear theory.
I am commenting only on t.heir significance in relation to the relativity of
motion.
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